
MODULE 4, BONUS
SALES CALL GUIDE

Below you’ll find a basic sales conversation format -- otherwise known as a
free consult call, strategy session or interest call.

To be clear, this call is not to convince, cajole or otherwise manipulate.

It’s an exploratory conversation -- led by you, to share what is possible for your
client because of your work -- that involves genuine curiosity and a desire on
your part to ONLY work with people who are a GREAT FIT for your work.

Just as a reminder, when you work with people who are not a good fit,
here’s what can happen:

1. You stretch yourself to serve this person, and it takes more time and
energy. This can build resentment. It’s also not very enjoyable.

2. You may not serve this person as well, because of #1, OR simply because
it’s outside of your area of expertise or strengths.

3. This could lead to the client not getting as good results as a perfect-fit
client would. This is not good for business.

All this said, everyone has to make decisions based on their financial situation
and sometimes take a client who is not 100% ideal. Just be conscious and
clear with yourself if you are making an exception to your Next Level Client
and why. It’s all good.

There are a hundred ways to do a sales call. I’m giving you a basic guide to
follow below that melds many methods I’ve studied and simplified down to
this process. And you’ll need to adjust it to suit your needs.
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I also have never been a huge fan of sales scripts. Try to understand the
essence of this model, and then be yourself, and let your intuition guide you
as far as what questions to ask. Just create connection and be curious.

There are essentially three parts to a free consult call. And if you ONLY
remember this and forget everything else, you’re essentially ok:

1. Find out if it’s a fit. Ask questions about where they are challenged
(the YUCK) and what they want (the YES) to find this out. Establish that
there is actually a gap that you can fill.

2. If it’s a fit, tell them about the program and how it could benefit
them. You’ll focus here on the results/outcomes/benefits at each stage
of the process, not on all the little things they get (like calls and bonus
calls and email support).

3. Find out from them if they are in or out, & why or why not (more on
this below, but it’s KEY market research info). And no, you don’t need to
have them pull out their credit card on the call, that’s not what I mean. I
mean, get as much info as you can about why they’re a “maybe” or a
“no.”

And amidst it all... the most important thing is to relax and be yourself.

If there’s a resonance between you and the potential client, if you really listen
to them, and you speak passionately, authentically, and with clarity about
your work, then that’s often enough to get someone signed on to work with
you. It does not have to be perfect.

Please note, this guide assumes they have received NO information in
advance about the program. In the Low Key Launch Module of Group Magic,
you will learn how to create an invitation letter to provide in advance.
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The Sales Call Guide:

1) CASUALLY CONNECT, CREATE RAPPORT, CHIT-CHAT, ETC.

2) TELL THEM WHAT’S GONNA HAPPEN ON THE CALL. YOU are leading
this call, and it’s important to outline the agenda up front so the
potential client feels held in your process instead of wondering what’s
going to happen or starting to ask you a bunch of questions off the bat.
I generally say:

Here’s my intention for this call: I’m going to ask you a few questions to
make sure I fully understand where you’re headed and what you most
need to get there. Then if I think that I’m a good person to help you
with that, I’ll share about how we can work together, and of course you
can ask me questions too. And if I think you’ll be better served by
someone else, I’ll try to refer you to someone else. Sound good? (They
always say yes). Great, let’s get started.

3) ASK QUESTIONS TO FIND THE YUCK AND THE YES:

● WHAT’S THE YUCK? Find out the challenge. I like starting with a
question that asks something like:

○ What had you reach out? / What intrigued you about my
post/note/etc?

○ Tell me where you’re at right now with XX issue (that your
program is about)

○ Essentially… why now? What’s the pain/challenge?
○ Use this time to ask additional questions to tease out what

they are most challenged by.

● WHAT’S THE YES? Find out what they want. This can be a short
series of questions, and always feel free to go intuitively and ask
good questions that will help them get at what’s really there,
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beyond the basics. Here are some sample questions (make yours
fit your biz):

○ What do you want instead? Describe it to me.
○ What are some specific goals you have?
○ What does life look and feel like when you have this? Or

What does XX aspect of your life look like (the reason they
are talking to you)?

○ If you were able to have all that, what would that allow or
support in your life? (Here, you’re trying to get at what they
REALLY want, this is bigger and values-based -- e.g., more
freedom, more time with their kids, sense of belonging,
enjoying their life more, etc)

● REFLECT BACK: Repeat back, affirm their vision, let them know
you see them and what they want. You can mention that you
help lots of folks with similar challenges (you are seeding here
that you could help them). You can say something like: Beautiful.
I totally want that for you and know it’s possible. And, I work with
a lot of folks who also want that. I totally feel ya.

● WHAT’S IN THE WAY/WHAT SUPPORT IS DESIRED? Here are
some questions to help you understand why they’re stuck and
what they want support-wise.

○ What’s your sense of why you haven’t been able to get to
this place in your life/biz/health. What’s slowing you down?

○ What have you tried so far to fix these challenges? How’s
that gone?

○ What kind of support would be most helpful do you think?

● ACKNOWLEDGE THEM: Acknowledge them, give compassion,
and paint a picture of what’s possible. Say something like: I hear
you’re challenged by a, b, c. And I have to say, I am also really
impressed with how you x, y, z and I totally believe you can
have/do/be that thing that you are wanting…
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4) CHECK IN: Ask them if you can tell them about your program. This is a
version of “permission-based marketing.” As opposed to “dump
everything on them before they’re ready marketing.”

→ Only if it’s truly a fit, say to them, “Thanks, for sharing all that, I think
we’d be a great fit to work together. Would you like to hear about how
my program works? This gives them the opportunity to say yes, and it
just feels better.

5) SHARE THE PROGRAM BENEFITS/OUTCOMES: This is where you get to
tell them how you can help them get from the YUCK to the YES.

You will give them your assessment of their problem and share the
major benefits of your program and how those apply directly to that
client’s situation. So you are using what they said earlier to personalize
the benefits/outcomes of the program.

You can walk them through the very top-level of your Transformational
Journey, or the steps toward their goal, making sure for each one you
are sharing the big result/outcome/benefit of that step. Don’t get into
too much detail. Big picture outcomes/benefits here.

→ Write out the top 3-5 benefits/outcomes of your program clearly, and
have them in front of you during your calls. You want to use the most
powerful language to describe the BENEFITS of your program.

→ Do NOT describe the logistics of the program here, just the outcomes.
Don’t get into all the doodads like how many calls yet! Tell them what
you will help them accomplish if they work with you. Tell them what it
will look like on the other side of the program.

6) CHECK IN AGAIN: Now check the temperature, see where they’re at.
Say something like: How does this sound so far?
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7) GET EXCITED: If they’re into, say something like: Well I think you would
be an awesome fit for this program, and I’d love to work with you.

8) CHECK IN AGAIN: At this point, you can ask them if they want to hear
the details of the program (they might have already asked for these.)

9) SHARE THE LOGISTICS: Now you get to give them the details of your
program, all the stuff they get (when it starts, how long it lasts, how
many sessions, support in between, etc). Keep it concise or they’ll forget
everything you said though. You can always create a short list here or
Google Doc and send it to them in the chat or email so they can see it.

10) ANSWER QUESTIONS: Ask if they have any questions. Answer their
questions. At this point they may ask how much it is. And even if they
don’t ask, then this is your opportunity to say…

11) SHARE THE FEE: Say something like: The cost of the whole program is
$XX, or you can pay in XX payments. Just say it and wait in silence for
their response.

12) CELEBRATE THE YES! Celebrate with them (it’s a big deal!), then move
into any logistics like payment.

13) MOVE INTO NEXT STEPS: Make sure to get people signed up as soon as
you can. It’s no fun to chase people around and have open energetic
loopholes. Of course some people will need a day or so to sit with it.
That’s totally fine (see the next two steps). If they’re in, say something
like: I will send you a payment link and agreement as soon as we get
off the call. You pay, and this holds your spot in the group.  Once you
pay, you’ll get a welcome letter with assignments and how to prep for
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the first session.

What Happens if They Say No or Maybe?
I am not going to teach you how to coach folks through all their money
blocks, convince people they can always make time, or refuse to get off the
phone until you’ve made a sale (these strategies ARE taught.)

In fact, once you’ve implemented the entire model that you’ll learn here and
in the mastermind, you will not need to answer objections in your sales calls
because your marketing will do that for you.

However, if you are speaking to someone during the testing and market
research phase, I DO want you to ask some questions to get at what’s REALLY
going on when someone says:

● I don’t have time
● I don’t have the money
● I have to ask my spouse
● Etc

These things may be true some or even a lot of the time, but let’s make sure
before you let people go. They are often said because people just can’t see
how the program is going to get them where they want to go. They don’t fully
see the value.

So this section is not about convincing or answering objections, it’s more
about digging into why they are a NO or a MAYBE NOT.

Because you have to know this stuff to know your client. And you have to
know your client to design and market groups that they’ll actually buy.

So you want to get super curious with folks.

***You should know that OFTEN, asking these questions uncover deeper
questions they have about whether the program is right for them, and you
may end up getting a client out of it as you’re given the opportunity to more
fully explain how your program benefits them.
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Great. That’s largely why an entrepreneur usually asks these questions --
they’re helpful that way. But again, in this moment, we’re actually most
wanting to get the inside scoop. What’s the “maybe, I’m kind of busy” thing
actually about?

And bonus if they join!!

So here’s how to go about it in a non-smarmy way.

If they say they need some time to think about it, or they’re not sure
they’re in or out, here’s what I want you to do:

Find out WHY they are hesitant. Get curious. Dig deeper. Make it your goal to
get off the call knowing exactly where they are at, simply by having a gentle,
tuned-in conversation about their needs. Even if they’re still not ready to say
yes or no, you know why and that you’ve answered all their questions and
addressed all their fears or whatever else is coming up for them.

You’re also learning a ton about how your clients’ minds work.

Asking questions will open up a whole other conversation, and if it’s not
*really* about the money, then it could uncover a fear of making a big
change, that they’re not going to have enough support, that they don’t
believe it’s possible for them.

And when you get into this level of conversation, trust is built as well, and as I
mentioned before, sometimes people realize they actually DO want to do it.
We’re not doing this in a pushy way, but if it authentically feels right to
continue the conversation, I want you to go for it. Be bold. Ask an edgy
question.

The alternative is getting off the phone, and possibly never hearing back and
not knowing why they ghosted.

Some Questions You Might Ask:

If they need more time:
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I’m curious, what do you need more time to think about? What questions do
you need answered to help you make your decision?

If they’re concerned about the money, it might be:

Have you made an investment like this before? Or What result would make
this totally worth the money to you? Have you spent money on trying to solve
this problem before?

If they’re concerned about timing:

Tell me a little more about what you have going on right now? What’s your
concern in terms of time? Do you tend to take on too much? Are you going to
be just as busy when I ask you next time (you can say that one with a wink
and a smile -- it is so often the case that there’s “never” a good time because
they’re always busy.

And then just listen, respond, and continue the conversation.

You may find that they’re more on board now. You might find they’re still a no
or need more time.

It’s all good, you also found out a lot of info.

If They’re Still a Maybe

Set up a follow up call.

I generally say:

“Great. Let’s check back in in a couple days -- would Friday at 11AM work for
you? We’ll just take a few minutes, and I can answer any remaining
questions if you have any. And of course, if you have a question in the
meantime, just let me know via email. Or, if you decide you want to join, just
send me a quick message and we'll get you enrolled”
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Then, send them a calendar invite.
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